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Note: The Criminal/Traﬃc category includes associate and circuit felony and misdemeanor
filings as well as traﬃc cases and municipal appeals.
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COURT PERFORMANCE MEASURES

CLEARANCE RATES are the ratio of dispositions to filings in a given time
period. Here a calendar year is used for the rates shown.
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Time standards establish the period in which 95% of filings should be
disposed. For dispositions, the standards incorporate 900 days for Circuit
Civil cases, 420 days for both Circuit Criminal and Domestic cases, 360 days
for Associate Circuit Civil cases and 240 days for Associate Criminal cases.
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AGE OF PENDING CASELOADS use the same time standards as time to
disposition. The standards require that 95% of pending caseloads are within
these time periods. The statistics shown are for caseloads on December 31.
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CIVIL RECORDS DEPARTMENT

In 2018, there was a concerted effort to increase the efficiency of
the Department without sacrificing accuracy. In furtherance of this
goal, the following major activities were undertaken.
Staff was cross-trained, and employee skills were
redistributed where necessary.
Efforts were undertaken to improve employee engagement
in the Department and in the Court.
Interdepartmental training was developed to further
understanding of how work of each department impacts
other areas of the Court, other Court employees, and
Court processes.
Strategic planning was conducted to make case
management processes more efficient.
Front counter staff were trained to improve customer
service.
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Comparison 2018 to 2017:

Comparison 2018 to 2014:

Circuit Civil (CC) filings declined 4%
overall, but filings in Independence
increased 9%.

CC filings increased 4% overall, 13%
in Independence filings
ACC filings increased 16%, 4% in
Kansas City and 39% in
Independence.

Associate Circuit Civil (ACC) filings increased 8% overall, 7% in Kansas City
and 10% in Independence.

CC dispositions decreased 5%, but
ACC dispositions increased 9%.

CC dispositions increased 3%, and
ACC dispositions increased 16%.

There were 29% fewer jury trials in CC
cases, and 1% fewer bench trials.

Jury trials declined 7% in CC cases,
and bench trials declined 16%.

There were 42% fewer bench trials in
ACC cases.

Bench trials in ACC cases declined
12%

There were 9% more CC cases and
34% more ACC cases pending on
12/31/2018 than were pending on
12/31/2017.

There were approximately the same
number of CC cases and ACC cases
pending on 12/31/2018 as on
12/31/2017.

In 2018 Vehicular Personal Injury filings were the greatest percentage of CC
filings and Suits on Account the greatest percentage of ACC filings.
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Comparison 2018 to 2017:

Comparison 2018 to 2017:

Domestic Relation (DR) filings were
essentially unchanged, while dispositions
increased 2%.

DR filings and dispositions each
decreased 9%.

There were 20% fewer court trials
disposing of DR cases.
Domestic Violence (DV) filings decreased
5%, and dispositions decreased 3%.
There were 21% fewer ex parte orders
entered in DV cases, and 12% fewer full
orders of protection entered.
On 12/31/2018 there were 1% fewer DR
cases pending and 9% fewer DV cases
pending than on 12/31/2017.

There were 12% more bench trials
disposing of DR cases.
DV filings increased 3%; dispositions
increased 7%.
There were 11% fewer ex parte orders
entered in DV cases, and 17% fewer full
orders of protection entered.
On 12/31/2018 there were 19% fewer DR
cases pending and 2% more DV cases
pending than on 12/31/2014.
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CRIMINAL RECORDS DEPARTMENT
In March, the court began processing municipal ordinance tickets
issued by Lake Tapawingo and will implement Lake Lotawana in
2019.

In April 2018, the Independence Criminal Records office was also
able to implement electronic filing of ordinance and traffic cases
through the Prosecuting Attorney’s portal. Previously, the paper
tickets were delivered and scanned into JIS. (Criminal cases
continue to be electronically filed through the Prosecutor’s Karpel
system.)

For several months throughout 2018, with the assistance of Judge
Long and the Prosecutor’s Office, approximately 2,000 old
outstanding traffic tickets were disposed.

In October 2018, the department began electronically processing
arrest warrants requested after office hours. Using folders shared
with the divisions, anytime warrants are now also electronically
processed.

Also, in October 2018, the department became a pilot for the
State, using Show-Me-Courts as the case management system
for traffic and municipal ordinance cases. This has involved
working closely with OSCA , requesting system enhancements
where needed to fully process caseloads. Currently only half the
staff is working in Show-Me-Courts, because many processes
needed for these cases are still only available in JIS. As a result,
two separate case management systems are currently in use for
traffic and municipal cases.
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Comparison of 2018 to 2017:

Comparison of 2018 to 2014:

Felony filings increased 13% and
extraditions* 20%.

Felony filings increased 19%, and
extraditions* increased 57%.

Felony filings in Independence
increased 8%; felony filings in Kansas
City increased 15%.

Felony filings in Independence
increased 5%; felony filings in Kansas
City increased 27%.

Felony dispositions decreased by 16%
with 23% fewer jury trials and 160% increase in bench trials.

Felony dispositions declined 9%, and
there were 11% fewer jury trials, while
bench trials increased 8%.

Felony dispositions decreased 8% in
Independence and 20% in Kansas City.

Felony dispositions decreased 6% in
Independence and 10% in Kansas City.

Misdemeanor filings fell 10%, but
dispositions increased 37%.

Misdemeanor filings decreased 28%
while dispositions increased 48%.

Misdemeanor filings in Independence
decreased 16%, but dispositions in
Independence increased 45%.

In Kansas City, misdemeanor filings
increased 49%, but dispositions
decreased 36%.

In Kansas City, misdemeanor filings
increased 33%, but dispositions
decreased 22%.

Applications for search warrants
increased 33%.

Applications for search warrant
increased 6%.
*Note: Extradi on filings and disposi ons are not included within the felony counts.
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Comparison 2018 to 2017:

Comparison 2018 to 2014:

Traffic filings* increased 17%, and traffic dispositions** increased 58%.

Traffic filings* decreased 22%;
dispositions** increased 1%.

Bench trials in traffic cases decreased
39%.

Bench trials in traffic cases decreased
50%.

Municipal appeal filings increased 23%.

Filings of municipal appeals decreased
10%; dispositions of municipal appeals
decreased 32%.

Dispositions in municipal appeals
decreased 1% with twice as many jury
trials and 53% fewer bench trials.
Filings in drug court decreased 10%, but
criminal filings with a drug-related first
charge increased 16%.
Those successfully completing drug
court increased 1%

Bench trials in municipal appeal cases
decreased 22%, but jury trials increased
600%, from 1 jury trial in 2014 to 6 jury
trials in 2018.
Filings in drug court increased 57% at
the same time that criminal filings with a
drug-related first charge increased
204%.
Those successfully completing drug
court increased 13%.

Note**: Traﬃc disposi ons for 2018 include a project to dispose of old pending cases.
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PROBATE RECORDS

2018 was a productive year in the Probate Records Department. Due to improved
processes, adjustments in work allocation, and the diligent efforts made by
Department staff, efficient turnaround time in case processing was achieved and
maintained. New cases are now often processed within a couple days of filing,
sometimes on the day of filing. Other case processing activities, such as notices of
annual filings due and the auditing of those filings, were achieved in a more
effective and efficient manner.
On August 28, 2018, significant changes to Chapter 475 went into effect. One of
these changes requires background checks and credit reports for individuals
seeking appointment as guardian and/or conservator. These checks and reports
are also required of those previously appointed and currently serving as guardian/
conservator. Notices of the new requirements were sent out to all acting guardians
and conservators. Some of the legislative changes in Chapter 475 required
updates to internal forms and procedures. A collaborative effort was made by
Division and Department members to capture and implement these mandated
changes.
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Comparison 2018 to 2014:

Comparison 2018 to 2017:

Filings in probate increased 11%. Filings Filings increased 25%. Filings in
Independence increased 40% while
in Independence increased 7%, and
filings in Kansas City increased 19%.
filings in Kansas City increased 14%.
There was a 6% increase in decedent
estate filings, a 3% decrease in filings for
guardianship/conservatorship, and 16%
increase in both mental health petitions
for additional detention and treatment
and in abbreviated probate filings.
Within abbreviated filings, there is a
34% increase in mental health
applications for 96 hour detention,
evaluation, and treatment*.
Dispositions increased 13%.
There were 5% fewer cases pending on
12/31/2018 than on 12/31/2017.

Filings of decedent estates increased
7%; an 8% increase in guardianships/
conservatorships filings, a 15% decrease
in mental health matters, and a 42%
increase in abbreviated matters.
Within abbreviated filings, there is a 17%
increased in mental health applications
for 96 hour detention, evaluation, and
treatment*.
Dispositions were unchanged.
There were 4% more cases pending on
12/31/2018 than on 12/31/2014.

*Note: The number of mental health applica ons for 96 hour deten on, evalua on, and treatment
filings from 2014 to 2018 are shown in the graph of Mental Health Filings at the end of this sec on.
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Comparison of 2018 to 2017:

Comparison of 2018 to 2014:

Referrals decreased 3% but formal
filings increased 2%. Adoption filings
increased 16% and abuse and neglect
filings increased 4%.

Referrals increased 7%, and formal
filings increased 10%. Termination of
parental rights increased 208%.
Certifications increased 11%.

6% more certifications were filed and 3%
There were 37% fewer youth placed in
more youth were placed in residential.
residential, and 27% fewer youth
There was a 4% decrease in youth startcommenced probation.
ing probation.
There was a 2% increase in mediation.
There was a 9% increase in Parent
Awareness course enrollment, but there Parent Awareness course enrollment
declined 1%.
was a decrease of 16% in mediation,
Actual visits/exchanges increased 56%.
34% decrease in prevention and
diversion, and a 19% decrease in actual
visits/exchanges.
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Civil Process

With regard to service rates on pre‐judgment process, Civil Process a empts to establish
service at the addresses provided by plain ﬀs and their a orneys. If an address is determined
to be “bad”, there is an eﬀort to find a “good” address. This eﬀort may be through calling the
plain ﬀ, plain ﬀ’s a orney or checking with neighbors. Bad addresses prevent proper service
and account for 18% (3,850 papers) of the overall pre‐judgment papers received. It is also the
only variable for establishing service that is out of the control of Civil Process. Excluding bad
addresses, the prejudgment service rate for 2018 would be 72%.

With reference to post‐judgment papers, the most me consuming tasks performed by
Execu on Depu es are evic ons and replevins. In an eﬀort to assist the Execu on Depu es
in their me management, a plan has been developed to have a clerk contact landlords and
schedule evic ons. The goals are be er customer service and improvements in the safety and
eﬃciency of our Execu on Depu es. This plan was implemented in February 2018.
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Comparison of 2018 to 2017:

Comparison of 2018 to 2014:

Pre-Judgment papers received
increased 4% and the number of
these served increased by 2%. The
service rate, however, declined by
2%.

Pre-Judgment papers received
increased 7%, but the number
served decreased 4% and the service rate declined 7%.
The number of pre-judgment papers
that servers were unable to contact
increased 35%.

Post-Judgment writs and orders were
virtually unchanged, but, of those,
there was a 10% increase in levies
and garnishments and a 3% increase
in evictions. Orders of protection
served declined 14%, but protective
orders returned for unable to contact
declined 25%.

Post-Judgment writs and orders
decreased 21% . Among these,
there was a 31% decrease in levies
and garnishments, 17% increase in
evictions, 4% increase in serving
protective orders, and 36% decrease
in returning protective orders for
unable to contact.

Total papers increased 2%.
The delinquent land tax sales
revenue increased 14% while the
parcels offered for sale decreased
3%.

Total papers decreased 9%.
Delinquent land tax sales revenue
increased 52% while the parcels
offered for sale decreased 37%.
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DLT Parcels

1,045

959

826

2018
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JURY

2018 was the third full year in which the new jury room in the Eastern Jackson
County Courthouse (EJCCH) in Independence was in use. The EJCCH jury
room accommodates 220 jurors, about twice the number of the old jury room.
The Kansas City jury room has seating capacity for 250 jurors.
The ability to bring in a larger number of jurors to Independence serves a dual
purpose. It allows the Court to better meet the demand for jurors from the 5 jury
trial divisions that sit in Independence. It also allows additional jurors to be
brought into EJCCH and utilized for trials scheduled by the 10 jury trial divisions that sit in Kansas City, when the demand for jurors by those divisions exceeds the supply. While it is more common for demand to exceed supply in
Kansas City, this process can actually be used for either location. Having larger
jury facilities in both locations provides the Court with the flexibility to summon
jurors to either location when other factors impact the Court’s ability to use one
of its jury facilities as was the case in February, 2019, with the flooding of the
Kansas City Courthouse.
Another factor impacting the Court’s flexibility with respect to the management
of its jurors was the implementation of a new jury management software system
in 2018. When this web-based application was implemented in February 2018,
the Court was the second one in the State to begin using Show Me Jury (SMJ).
While the Court still issues paper summons to prospective jurors, jurors now go
on-line to complete their qualification and informational questionnaires. Jurors
can also choose to receive electronic notices regarding their jury service.
The innovations provided by SMJ permit the jury supervisor and her staff to
oversee and manage the size of the pools that the Court brings in on a given day
as needs change. A secondary benefit is better customer service to jurors. However, it does mean that the Court’s “yield” numbers are not as high as they previously were. While cancelling jurors when not needed is a good jury management practice, saving resources for both the Court and jurors, it does lower the
calculated yield of issued summons.
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Comparison 2018 to 2017:

Comparison 2018 to 2014:

The number of jury trials were
approximately equal.

The number of jury trials decreased
4%.

Available jurors declined 14%.

Available jurors increased 11%*.

The number of jurors sent to
divisions increased 6%.

The number of jurors sent to divisions
increased 7%*.

Juror yield from those summoned
declined 8%.

Juror yield declined 2%.
The percentage of available jurors sent
for jury selection and the percentage
selected as jurors, each declined 2%.

The percentage of available jurors
sent for jury selection increased
9%, and, percentage selected as
jurors increased 2%.

*These increases were in the Independence
location, and were due in large part to the new
larger jury room opened in the Independence
location, which is discussed in the preface.

Of the juries sworn in civil cases in 2018, 17% were for vehicular personal injury
cases, 15% were for negligence, and 13% were for employment discrimination.
In criminal cases, 32% of the juries sworn were for homicides, 6% were for
assault cases, and 6% for rape cases.
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Comparison of 2018 to 2017:

Comparison of 2018 to 2016:

Overall Help Desk tickets declined 24%.

Overall Help Desk tickets declined
30%.

In tickets opened, those for JIS declined
23%, for operations 8%, and were
unchanged for security.

But tickets opened for EPICOR
increased 25%, for Delinquent Land Tax
55%, for Unclaimed Property 11%, and
for Mobile Devices 2%.

2018

In tickets opened, those for JIS
decreased 46%, and those for
Operations decreased 13%.

Tickets opened for EPICOR increased
15%, for Delinquent Land Tax 14%, for
Unclaimed Property 54%, for Mobile
Devices 32%, and for Security 23%.
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